
SZSE INDEX & CNI INDEX

Authorized by Shenzhen Stock Exchange, Shenzhen Securities

Information Company (“SSIC”) is in charge of the R&D,

operation and market services of SZSE Index. SSIC actively

improves the SZSE Index family featuring Shenzhen

Component Index, Shenzhen 100 Index and ChiNext Index as

its core indices, and capturing the development of Shenzhen

security market.

SSIC, also the first domestic professional index provider in

mainland China, started its index business in 2002. SSIC owns

CNI Index (www.cnindex.com.cn) brand and is committed to

provide a wide spectrum of indices and index-related services to

satisfy diversified investment demands of global market

participants.

We cooperate with local governments, media, financial

institutions and industry leaders, and launched more than 1000

indices, covering China's stocks, bonds, funds and foreign

exchange rates markets as well as overseas markets.

Index

R&D

We provide authorizations to domestic and international asset

management companies to launch index funds. Currently, over

110 ETFs and index funds (with a combined historical AUM about

$30 billion USD) are tracking our indices. We also provide

Shenzhen Stock Exchange market data and bond valuation

services to other international index providers.

Index 

Licensing

We offer agent services like index market representatives for

other stock exchanges and index providers ( e.g. Euronext, DSE,

PSE ) by utilizing our expertise in China market.
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Tracking

Market

Trends

We provide proprietary data including index constituents, weights,

corporate actions, ESG evaluation, industry classifications to

support clients' investment strategy development.

Index

Data

A member of the Index Industry Association (IIA)

“The Best Index Provider for ETF-China Domestic” —— The Asset，2015

“Best Index Provider” & “ESG Pioneer”——Professional Investment Awards，2018&2019

“Best Index Provider of Technology in China”——The Asset，2020
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http://www.cnindex.com.cn/
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THE “1+2” FLAGSHIP INDICES

Shenzhen Component index is designed to measure the performance of the 500 largest and

most liquid A-share stocks listed and trading on the Shenzhen Stock Exchange.

 Available from 1991, SZI was the first component A-share stock index.

 Capturing about 70% coverage of available market capitalization of Shenzhen equities,

creating an opportunity for investors to gain exposure to the fast-growing market and

participate in the China’s new economy.

Shenzhen Component (SZI)

Shenzhen 100 (SZ100)

Index Ticker Bloomberg RTS ISIN

Shenzhen Component 399001 SICOM .SZI CNM0000000C8

Shenzhen 100 399330 SZ399330 .SZ100 CNM0000002G5

ChiNext Index 399006 SZ399006 .CNT CNM100002K13

ChiNext Index (CNT)

Shenzhen 100 comprises the 100 largest and most liquid A-share stocks listed and trading on

the Shenzhen Stock Exchange. Shenzhen 100 Index is defined as the “fast-growing blue-

chips index” because the 100 constituents have assembled those leading listed companies

from both traditional industries and new economy industries.

 84 of 100 constituents rank top 10% among their peers in corresponding industries, in

terms of market cap or operation revenue.

 Comprised of the most prominent companies listed in SZSE.

ChiNext Market is conduct to foster those innovative business and emerging industries. As 

the benchmark and flagship index of the ChiNext Market, the ChiNext Index comprises the 

100 largest and most liquid A-share stocks listed and trading on the ChiNext Market of the 

Shenzhen Stock Exchange.

 Weight of strategic emerging industries is 80%.

 High-tech enterprises accounts for 90%.


